
M I R O nursery that boost creativity 

About 

More and more families live in cities these days, although interacting with nature is very important, we must 

also teach kids how to grow in urban settings, observe and question their surroundings. In a technology 

era children must develop a sense of community and learn to be aware that they co-exist with other human 

beings. 

Observation is key when we seek to boost creativity, that´s why we need to build interesting spaces that 

arouse curiosity. 

Concept 

Stimulating the perception of the environment is the main concept of this project, providing a space where 

interesting details like board windows and peek holes in walls also where the lack of elements work as a 

fertile field for the imagination, create a unique and functional area where to offer the best possibilities in 

the smallest dimensions. Awaken children's divergent thinking and awake the sense of belonging by 

motivating them to get involved with others creating fun coexisting areas.  

Once basic needs are met, sleep, eat, have a place to wash, play and be safe the next step is adapt the 

space to be as efficient and interesting as possible. Provide multifunctional elements and unique spots.  

Proposal 

Simpler spaces provide the ability to experiment and appropriate the space, imagine without restrictions 

and be able to develop freely. Combine fun and safe spaces with no constrains, but also clean and 

minimalist areas in order to reduce the over stimulation in kids, that now days technology increases. 

The project is basically made up of a simple envelope, which is made to emphasize the areas thought to 

stimulate observation. The main area the main area contains everything a child needs a eating, working, 

socializing area, an efficient washing area thought for every age, and storage for supplies in functional 

furniture.  

 The round space makes everything more accessible, connecting all the areas generating interesting and 

fun spots where playing and observation go hand in hand. The ramp is the main piece where while 

descending or ascending kids can peek through the holes observing outside from different perspectives 

and change perception. 

 At the top is the rest and play area, where the purpose of the design is for children to interact with every 

element in the room, they can draw over the window to project and imagine multiple scenarios and also, 

witness urban life. Furniture was thought to be multifunctional, be a fun configurable playground inspired 

in topography maps and also transform in a wide sleeping area. 

 


